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Interactive Game Education and Research Lab Strategic Advisor / Professor
Chair of Computer Science Department, University of Houston

Dr. Olin Johnson
Interactive Game Education and Research Lab Strategic Advisor / Professor
Computer Science Department, University of Houston

Dr. Zhigang Deng
Assistant Professor/ Co-Director of Interactive Game Education and Research Lab
Computer Science Department, University of Houston
http://graphics.cs.uh.edu/
Dr. Chang Yun
Interactive Game Development Instructor/ Co-Director of Interactive Game Education and Research Lab
Research Assistant Professor
Computer Science Department, University of Houston
713-743-3366
cyun@uh.edu

Jose A Baez Franceschi, MFA
Game Art and Animation Instructor/ Creative Director of Game Education and Research Lab
NSM Digital Multimedia Developer/ Computer Animator
Assistant Professor, College of Technology
Lamar Fleming 127
Office Hours: Fridays 10am-5pm
http://nsmit.nsm.uh.edu/
http://mynsmstore.uh.edu
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